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INTRODUCTION

when we started to write this what we
wanted to do was to spark off some discussion
about the anarchist movement and anarchism
itself - so we'd be more than glad to receive
some feed-back.

what mostly interested us was the way the
anarchist movement seems to be divorced from.
alot of what is happening in society and being
on the margins, how it relates to the revolu-
tionary processes going on in the rest of _
society. .

Looking at the anarchist movement we thought
that it would have to get its act together if
it were to play any part at all in changing
society.; We don't mean that by ‘getting its act
together‘ that everyone should rush to join
D.A.M or Class War. In fact we would deny that
any one group or position has the answers.

What we mean by it is that anarchists have
got to go beyond the ‘smash the state‘ and spray
paint approach. we've got to start to analyse
our approach in the light of what is happening
in society. , Q.

we don't claim to have any solutions- just
some tentative suggestions. -a

Q”,

,SUl,

Anarchism, whatever anyone might say to the
contrary, is revolutionary - both in theory and
in practice. when we say that it is revolution-
ary, what we mean is that anarchism involves a
complete change in society. Anarchism is about
the destruction of Capitalism, not just in
terms of its economics but also interms of the
destruction of the sexual/patriarchal, cultural
and political arrangements that all add up to
Capital.

What all these arrangements have in common
is the way in which they are organised, using

methods of hierarchy,domination and exploitati oIt is these methods of organisation that we aim
to destroy. We're not just talking about dest-

H

ruction , because all the time in all our activ-
ities we should be working towards a society
based on the ‘political’ involvement of all
people. A society based on co-operation, where
all people play a role in the running of their,
society and in decision making.

Anarchism is not a dogma or an ideology.
it is not an unchanging truth which shines like
a light at the end of a tunnel, showing us the
way forward and giving us set answers to our
problems.

Anarchism is not something that only self-
proclaimed anarchists can define. Anyone who
claims to have the true anarchism, anyone who
sits on the sidelines, digging their organic l
gardens and waiting for the masses to wise up
lS staring up their own anus.
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Anarchism is something which comes out of a None of these eX&mples of th '
a conflict at the very heart of our society.
As a method of organisation people have chosen
libertarian forms time and time again. If we
look at history we can see the way in which
people opt for direct democracy, without
leaders or order givers and takers. Look at
the early Soviets in Russia, the Hungarian
workers councils or the more recent mass assem-
bly movement in Spain . . . . ..the list gos on.

Anarchists are sometimes heard complaining
about the apathy and lack of awareness in our
society today. But if we actually look at what
is happening we can see again that people have
taken up libertarian ways of organising. The

hit squads in the
-.,,, Q miners strike, some
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pickets at Napping,
rRSFJ" ,,, some aspects of riots

._*- f' - they are all saying
loud and clear that
people can and do
organise themselves
. It may only happ-
en when people
have little choice
but to resist, but it
happens nevertheless.

We can also see
aspects of anarchism
in such things as the
peace and womens move

--J

urg ' e anarchistge are what we could describe as consciously
anarchist, but they show the way in whlgh
libertarian ideas and practice come almost
naturally in the course of events
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Anarchism is about just this sort of
- emergence It is an ongoing process People

ments, where people when put in a situation where they must resist
often operate accord- will tend to chose libertarian methods All the
ing to anarchist prin- time in society, in small pockets, people
ciples. resist There is a drive to organise themselves

They Stress direct and take back the power stolen by Capital and Sta
. democrac individual What we cannot understand is that much of

A Striker in the 198“ _ 1 Y’ d the anarchist movement seems to cut itself off
t s -

French steel strike pgpgig§T§ty.a$heyea5e from thls process’ from lts very roots It
blocks the trains.

_ seems to prefer a kind of self-righteous
" t t awa purltygrylng O ge Yf which makes anarchism as a movement meaningless

th th ds o or-ggg?Sat§O2eOfOcapital We may be angry, radical and extreme, but we
are talking to no one but ourselves



ANARCHISM AND REVOLUTION
 

we hope that we'd all agree that anarchism
can only be acheived by the mass of people
working in co-operation.

A central part of anarchism is that revo-
lution cannot be imposed by a party or state.
For revolution to happen people have to be
aware of their position in society and where
their interests lie (consciousness if you like!)
But in a similar way, elite revolutionaries
cannot teach people consciousness. In the
course of their everyday lives people can
learn and become aware. In the course of
struggle especially people can become aware
of their situation and potentially create a
revolution. This learning process, this grow-
ing happens to us all - anarchists included!

we learn from our experiences from the
very fact that we live within Capitalism.

Capitalism is founded on a real conflict
between those who have to work to live and those
those who have power. These two groups have
very different interests, in a way Capitalism 1
creates its own opposition because conflict will
will always be present in society. In conflict
and struggle people can become aware and out
of awareness can come revolution, although the
process is not automatic.

Capitalism needs to exploit and dominate.
The best way to do this, to make profit and
keep power, is to keep the workforce well
under control. The dream of Capital is to re-
duce us all to no more than cogs in its smooth-
ly running machine. No more worries if people _
do as they are told. It will try to do this by"
any means they can find. We are manipulated
and indoctrinated in a multitude of ways.

If we eventually resist it will not hesi-
tate to use brute force (witness the Miners
Strike!)  

-Ii

To keep the machine rolling, Capitalism
demands that we accept dehumanised roles. we
become consumers, housewives, workers and
voters who passively accept its decisions and
the values of its society.

_But people will resist, they cannot be
manipulated, duped and denied existance for-
ever. Yes, the level of resistance varies,
it comes in different forms depending on the
times and situation. It can be as open or
violent as a strike or a riot or as subtle
as skiving off work or 'avoiding‘ employ-
ment.

It is this sort of resistance that has
the potential to grow, to create a new society.
Anarchism as a theory was forged in this re-
sistance..... . . . . ... anarchism as a movement
belongs there.

Ir

_ ' We can see that resistance is inevitable
it s a social fact. Revolution is created by
an 1ntePDlaY between the situation that f‘
Ourselves in’ the Struggle that can resuyi fpgg  
giii ahg the awareness that can come out Of this i
Obviggq éhit 1S1& social process, So it's pretty ;
th __ c .a_ rexolution has nothing to do with .

e ideological battles between so-called *
revolutionaries. Revolution won't be created b T
the debates of anarchists or marxists I Y A



If we set ourselves apart from this process
we are no longer relevant and we are no longer
revolutionary. It may be easy for us to sit back
and discuss the brainwashed morons out there,
but we are wrong to do so., it makes us no better
better than the leninists we say we oppose.
It is these ‘ordinary’ people who fought pitch-
ed battles against the police at Orgreave and
Fitzwilliam. It is thse 'ordinar ' e_ y_ p ople who
fought Soviet tanks 30years ago in Hungary.
It is these ‘ordinary’ people who have time and
time again formed grass roots organisations to
defend themselves in the workplace and in the
community. I ‘

we oppose leninists not because we 'disagree'
with them but because they seek to put them-
selves at the head of peo le who need no leader-D
ship but themselves.
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An evtctlpn siege in 1886, during the Land War of the 1880's.
:1 Cunnachl family still defies ovlctlun from lhelr cottage even
after its being breached by battering ram.

THE ANARCHIST MOVEMENT
 

lt's a bit difficult to explain exactly
what we mean by the Anarchist Movement as it's
a pretty mixed bag. On the whole we'd focus on
those people who describe themselves as anarc-
hists rather than the ‘anarchist urge‘ we've
talked about which exists in society as a whole

There are alot of different positions and
groups in the anarchist movement. What unites
them seems to be a general 'lack' of politics.
Instead of thought out strategic action there
seems to be a knee jerk reaction to the symtoms
rather than the cause.
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Activity in these groups is often centred
aroundsingle issue campaigns such as the peace
movement or animal rights. There is often a
routine round of direct action against things
we know to be 'bad'. We spray paint Barclays
because we know that Apartheid is 'bad', but
what do we know or think about the situation
in S.A as anarchists?

There seems to be little analysis of how the
the ‘bad’ things fit into the general situation
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_ j Anarchists often write thi h‘ hin society or of the nature of revolutionary peo le to ha th - 1- ngs W lc urge_ _ _ I p c nge eir ives and act differently
movements. It is only if we look at questions but this wonvt acheive much if we dOn»t under_
such as thesethat we'll know how best to ex- stand what is ha enin 'n ' t d h tpend our energies. The problem seems to be t pp g 1 Socle Y an w a, _ 0° causes people to act as they do.many rebels and not enough revolutionaries. we h t t

The sort of thinking expressed in Crowbar ave O S regs the importance of the_ ‘if you havent smashed X number of windows concept Solidarity. It is rooted in an aware-
ness of how different struggles relate together

this week then you cant be an anarchist‘ is just and so their common purpose in the Liberat'ionpathetic. We don't want to start a round’of of us all,
bickering about who the real anarchist are, but : Briefly, we've got to go beyond just re-

f lt th t h d 'We e 8 We e te Pelee the feet that counting our experiences. We must recognise
there was very little political thought and that Qup expepiences have a t '_ _ common roo , in
discussion in the anarchist movement as a whole. 'patpiapQhy aha capitalism , and a Common

we'd l'k t ff th f l '  ' 'i e o o er e o lowing reasons Solution _ pavaiatiahj _
as to why this is and the consequences of it. T,
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A) General Lack of Anal sis  ' ''3"'e°'" " “here's it 9°“?_______________________l___

‘we've found that anarchists often discuss. to his: fig?gg2égt ggggmzggdziifi tgggiisifiems
their personal experience, but there is no and quite rightly, But this has also Fegét
attempt to generalise from this. No attempt is that there,S been'a tendency to throw tge bab
made to fit them into any kind of pattern’ to out with the bathwater and reject all theory Y
put them in the context of society in general. It,S got to the Stage that any thiEg—VaUuely'
There's not much Point in talklng about being difficult or abstract is just rejected gut of
in Various Cells at Stop the City or what hand as ‘intellectual wankin ' Other anarchists
happened to us when we were three if it doesn't seem to take the View that tfieér is so
lead to a deeper understanding of how these thing that males and male _ ideniifier me't
things fit together and society itself.we have tain themselves with‘ _ S en er‘
to know how society operates, just knowing '
that it's ‘bad’ is not enough.
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We'd like to point out here that Voltairine
de Cleyre, Emma Goldman and Lucy Parsons all Saw
tlf1L~:0r' at‘ 'y s a vital part of anarchism.

So what is theory?
It's just about the generalisation from our own
experiences of race sex and class. we must be
able to understand our experiences in the con-
text of the values and structures of societ

y.We have to look at how the values and structures
o capitalist society can be seen in class sex

- . . _ Iand racial divisions
_ ACBlOn"w}thOUt theory is just pissing in the

wind. To work out effective tactics we need to
know, for example, not Just that people are
eXDl0lted, but how they are exploited and how
they see and respond to that exploitation.

Theofy and action go hand in hand. As we
develop our ideas they are tested in our acti-
vities and so are modified. Out of this inter-
play between ideas and action comes a greater
understanding of situations and how to deal with
them. A A

C) Anarchism as an Ideology

There's alot of stress in the Anarchist
Movement on ‘individual salvation‘. what we
eat, growing our own food, refusing to work
(unless in co-ops) and alot of our activity
is centred around thses kinds of things.
This is all well and good but many anarchists
seem to adopt a sort of ‘moralistic’ position
and thses kinds of activities become the path
to revolution - other people who are sexist or
meat eaters are not worth talking to.

What we must realise is that these things
are just our own responses to the situation
we find ourselves in, other people have diff-
erent responses. Whilst such ‘alternative’
organisations are useful to learn skills,how
to organise and to provide an example of a
different way of existing - they cannot create
a revolution. Revolution can only be created

by the mass of people working collectively -
so co-ops and such alternatives are only "

1
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relevant if they are involved in other strug-
gles. They must be involved in drawing the
links between struggles and have a base in
their community. _ _

In another sense, if the local radical
bookshop withdrew their labour or stormed
county hall, we don't think that Capital
would tremble. On the other hand if Miners in
solidarity with other workers in the service
and other industries were to do the same , we
think that Capital would have problems. 1

In this sense we can prioritise Strugg es
some groups of people are in u betterlu
position to physically callenge Capita ism.
This does not mean that we think that some _
people are more important than others, but it
does mean that we must work in solidarlty
with other groups. How can we critisize and be
listened to if we are not involved. _ .

Anarchism should bring together the indi-
vidual response and collective action. g
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THE ROLE OF ANARCHISTS_______________________

The urge to create revolution comes from
inevitable conflicts which happen in a hier-
archical society. But awareness does not auto-
matically co ’ 'me irom these conflicts - here is l
the role of the revolutionary

W e must identify these t., . . s ruggles withlibertarian‘ leanings, we must be actively in-
volved working side by side with those who
are resisting. As revolutionaries we learn from
and contribute to st ruggles. We must draw the
links between struggles, spread ideas and where-
ever possible initiate and promote ‘self-
activity‘. We produce papers and leaflets, we
may be involved in co-ops or activities that
provide a working example of other ways of
organising which must be ca ' 'mpaigning organis-ations.

We must expose the political parties and
the union leadership for what they are and
oppose the 'takin ov ‘g er of struggles by
leninists.

In groups we can work as an affinity ,
wgroup, developing and criticising our own
‘personal’ politics, dicussing theory and
organising the activity which will test our
ideas. The group is there to facilitate our
meaningful involvement in activity.

Anarchists do not have the answers, we in-
form struggles and learn from them. People
themselves ought to be 'in a position to work
out the solutions we point o t. g u those institu-
tions belief ', s and practices which prevent A
them from doing this.
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